APPLICATION FORM
All applications must include the following information. Separate applications must be submitted for each
eligible program. Deadline: June 1, 2015. Please include this application form with electronic entry.

PROGRAM INFORMATION

Louisa County
Locality: __________________________________________________________________________
Incident Command Environment (ICE)
Program Title: _____________________________________________________________________
Criminal Justice & Public Safety; Regional Collaboration; Information Technology
Program Category: _________________________________________________________________

CONTACT INFORMATION

Robert M Hardy
Name: ____________________________________________________________________________
Director
Title: _____________________________________________________________________________

Information Technology
Department: _______________________________________________________________________
Louisa County, PO Box 160, Louisa, VA 23093
Complete Mailing Address: ___________________________________________________________

540-967-0401
540-967-3411
Telephone # ______________________________
Fax # _____________________________________

bhardy@louisa.org
E-mail: _____________________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE OF COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR OR CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

Christian Goodwin
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________

County Administrator
Title: ______________________________________________________________________________
Signature:__________________________________________________________________________
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Overview for Press Releases
Louisa ICE, a web-based Incident Command Environment, was developed to increase
communication effectiveness between command posts, participants and observers during a North
Anna Power Station Hostile Action Based (NAPS/HAB) drill in our County. It was expanded
further to handle multiple incidents allowing division of resources as needed.

ICE uses both encrypted communications and a secure login to increase communication
effectiveness between command posts, participants and observers. The system is comprised of a
main screen depicting a Google map with overlays (we used the county boundary), resources
(personnel, emergency units, boats, bulldozers, etc), and Incident status with wind speed and
direction; a log of update messages in reverse chronological order; and a table of resources
(identified by icons and color coded by status – available, en-route, at assignment, etc.). The map
and/or the log sections can be split off onto separate windows (these are projected onto the wall
in both the Incident Command Post (ICP) and the County’s Emergency Operations Center
(EOC). The system allows users to focus on a single incident or display multiple incidents. Units
can be moved by clicking and dragging to new locations. Messages can be sent to either:
everyone with access to the incident, a specific user or to Command staff only.

Project Summary for Judges
Louisa ICE, a web-based Incident Command Environment, was developed to increase
communication effectiveness between command posts, participants and observers during a North
Anna Power Station Hostile Action Based (NAPS/HAB) drill in our County. It was expanded
further to handle multiple incidents allowing division of resources as needed.

ICE uses both encrypted communications and a secure login to increase communication
effectiveness between command posts, participants and observers. The system is comprised of a
main screen depicting a Google map with overlays (we used the county boundary), resources
(personnel, emergency units, boats, bulldozers, etc), and Incident status with wind speed and
direction; a log of update messages in reverse chronological order; and a table of resources
(identified by icons and color coded by status – available, en-route, at assignment, etc.). The map
and/or the log sections can be split off onto separate windows (these are projected onto the wall
in both the Incident Command Post (ICP) and the County’s Emergency Operations Center
(EOC). The system allows users to focus on a single incident or display multiple incidents. Units
can be moved by clicking and dragging to new locations. Messages can be sent to either:
everyone with access to the incident, a specific user or to Command staff only.

Synopsis (Challenge, Innovation, Collaboration, Financing, Staffing, Results)
Emergencies frequently require operations in multiple locations in the County. The main issue
with any serious emergency or natural disaster centers around multiple jurisdictions effectively
communicating. Specifically any drill or actual emergency involving the North Anna Power
Station (NAPS) requires the response, mobilization, and or Emergency Operations Center
activation from the Counties of Louisa, Spotsylvania, Orange, Hanover, and Caroline, as well as
Dominion and the Virginia State Emergency Operations Center. The ICE system allowed
Emergency Managers in all of those entities to track the progress of the emergency response as
well as the status and location of requested or responding resources. It also allowed each of
those localities to send messages to one another or everyone as a group, including the unified
incident command post. In addition, observer access was granted to company executives,
decision makers and regulatory overseers so that they could monitor the response progress, better
help them to make decisions for the company’s emergency response and to prepare public
information releases. This specific drill utilized an Incident Command Post (ICP) near the
nuclear power station, two staging areas and the County’s EOC. Traditional communications
(email, texting and radio) do not always reliably relay information to ALL of the correct
personnel. Louisa County recognized the problem of inter-county emergency management
communications and this system solved that problem 100%.


The system was developed internally by staff only using HTML, Javascript, Microsoft
Access and the Google maps API. ICE can be accessed remotely, with permission-based
access for determining allowable actions. Resources can be quickly copied from a
resource pool or another Incident in the system. Units can be identified easily on the map
or can be moved on the map by clicking and dragging. Site is
https://louweb.louisa.org/ICE demo username is ‘ICE’ and password is ‘hardy’.



Development began in the Spring of 2014 and, to date, the system has been used during
the Nuclear Power Station pre-drill, the actual drill and several 911 Dispatch issues.
There were no outside costs for development. The employee and inter-agency (local, state
and federal) benefits were repeatedly noted during the events and at post-drill reviews.



Louisa County recognized the problem of inter-county emergency management
communications and this system solved that problem 100%. A web-based system with
both message logging and unit mapping allowed instant distribution of critical
information to participants and observers. Quotes from the post-drill review by a FEMA
observer: “All of the evaluators (as well as other participants) were very impressed with
the use of our computer programs (Everbridge, Louisa ICE and WEB EOC) and how
they were being utilized with this exercise. They were especially impressed with the
“Louisa ICE” program”.

